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Alexander Charles Adams
Dramaturg - Performer

Dramaturgy
•
•
•
•

Analytical Support of Director Concept
Cultural/Historical Positioning
Defense of Playwright Intent
Lagniappe

By providing theoretical framework for a director’s
vision, a dramaturg delves into the performance piece
as an agent of consistency and referential support for
the production.

Process
•

•

•

Preproduction
• Close Reading
• Hunt-and-Gather
Rehearsal
• Support Director’s Principle
• Analyze Staging
Production
• Acting Fixture of Consistency and Reference
• Documentation of Performance Event
This simplified process has proven the most
efficient and supportive for production
dramaturgy of text-based theatre.
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Title
DreamWalker

by August Schulenburg

•
•
•

Body
Produced by Louisiana State University in their
Laboratory Theatre Season in Spring of 2015
Directed by Jordan Campbell
Summary:
•

An autistic twenty-something discovers he can
manipulate the dreams of other people.
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•

Close Reading
•

•

Upon first reading the script, I took to the political
undertones concerning the environment and its affect on
the human spirit.

Hunt-and-Gather
•

•

The playwright has a self-sustained
internet presence,
Body
which he uses to voice his politics.
• Much of his writing concerns environmentalism, a
greater understanding of time in relation to the age of our
planet, non-human persons, and his newly born child.
I proposed that we approach DreamWalker through the
lens of archeological practice.
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Research Produced in Preproduction
Background on Dreamwalker by
August Schulenburg: The
Body
Anthropocene
Anthropocene is an unofficial geologic
chronological term. The era’s parameters are
nonspecific. It is marked by the period humanoids
began dramatically affecting Earth’s ecosystem.
The supposed reason our epoch has acquired a
new name is that future geologists will be able to
spot a fundamental discontinuity in rock strata.

To read the full article, see in the Online Dramaturgy Portfolio-Handouts
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•

Support the Director’s Principle
•

•

•

The director accessed my research, complementing his
own, to reach a unifying principle that merged the two:
• To reveal the man beneath the super
This unifying principle retained some tertiary
connections to non-human personhood by way of the
Body
comic book superhero or alien. These connections
acted as theoretical hooks in the performance text for
my production dramaturgy.

Analyze Staging
•

Following staging with the crew to insure that in
navigating the dreamworld and reality of the play, we
did not contradict ourselves dramatically.
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•

Acting Fixture of Consistency and Reference
•

•

Being present at technical rehearsal and production
meetings, I had two dramaturgical presentations where
I provided new information and expanded upon acts of
dramaturgy committed by the design team

Documentation of theBody
Performance Event
•

I created an online archive of this production of
DreamWalker where I posted all of my research, the
process of designers (with permission), and interviews
of the creative team.
• The blog is still live at
dreamwalkerlsu.wordpress.com
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Documentation of the LSU Production of DreamWalker
• For the online version of this presentation, please click on

or copy the following hyperlink into your browser to view
the video intended for this slide.

Body

A Dramaturgical Interview with the Sound Designer
https://youtu.be/cbNQwn0eX8k
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Hoover in Love by Sam Gold / Outworks 2015

Admissions by Tony Vellella / LSU Lab Theatre

DreamWalker by August Schulenburg / LSU Lab Theatre

Research Interests
•
•

Complacency in Contemporary
HIV/AIDS Performance
Dramaturgy of Live BDSM Sex
Acts

I see my dramaturgy as both my expression as an
artist and my extension into practice as an academic.
So, I believe my research interests affect and enhance
my dramaturgy in certain spaces.
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Thank You
For more on Alexander, vist
www.alexandercharlesadams.com

